Hyperspectral Unmixing (HU) has received increasing attention in the past decades due to its ability of unveiling information latent in hyperspectral data. Unfortunately, most existing methods fail to take advantage of the spatial information in data. To overcome this limitation, we propose a Structured Sparse regularized Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (SS-NMF) method from the following two aspects. First, we incorporate a graph Laplacian to encode the manifold structures embedded in the hyperspectral data space. In this way, the highly similar neighboring pixels can be grouped together. Second, the lasso penalty is employed in SS-NMF for the fact that pixels in the same manifold structure are sparsely mixed by a common set of relevant bases. These two factors act as a new structured sparse constraint. With this constraint, our method can learn a compact space, where highly similar pixels are grouped to share correlated sparse representations. Experiments on real hyperspectral data sets with different noise levels demonstrate that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral imaging has been widely used in many fields since it provides the ability to record the same scene with hundreds of contiguous and narrow spectral bands [1] , [2] . Due to the low spatial resolution of the sensor, the spectra of spatial neighboring substances inevitably merge together, leading to mixed pixels in hyperspectral data. This makes Hyperspectral Unmixing (HU) an essential step for hyperspectral image analysis. Generally, the task of HU is to decompose each pixel spectrum into a set of constituent spectra (called endmembers, such as tree, water, soil, etc.), and their corresponding percentages (called abundances) [3] , [4] . In this paper, we focus on the unsupervised HU problem, for which both endmembers and abundances are unknown, making HU a very challenging problem.
In general, the linear HU methods can be roughly classified into two categories: geometrical methods [5] , [6] , [7] and statistical ones [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Geometrical methods assume that hyperspectral pixels are located within a simplex, whose vertices correspond to the endmembers. N-FINDR [12] and Vertex Component Analysis (VCA) [5] are two typical geometrical methods. The former treats the vertices of a simplex with the maximum volume as endmembers, while the latter searches the endmembers through projection. The above two methods are both simple and fast. Unfortunately, they require the existence of pure pixels for each endmember, which is usually unavailable in practice. Moreover, geometrical methods fail to consider local structures latent in hyperspectral data, leading to an inaccurate estimation of endmembers and abundances. Accordingly, a number of statistical methods have been proposed. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [13] and its extensions are the typical statistical methods. As an unsupervised method, NMF tries to find two nonnegative matrices to approximate the original matrix with their product. The nonnegative constraint on both factor matrices is valuable for two reasons. First, the endmembers and their corresponding abundances are both nonnegative, which makes NMF physically suited to the HU problem. Second, the nonnegative constraint allows additive, not subtractive, combinations, leading to a parts-based representation [13] . The parts-based property makes representation results more intuitive and interpretable, since psychological and physiological evidences have shown human brain works in a parts-based way [14] , [15] .
Although NMF has enjoyed a great success in many applications, such as face analysis [16] , [17] and documents clustering [18] , [19] , there are three weaknesses. First, the solution space of NMF is large, which is caused by the non-convex objective function. Many extensions have been proposed to reduce the solution space by adding various constraints to the NMF framework, such as non-smooth NMF [20] , MVC-NMF [21] , MDMD-NMF [22] , GL-NMF [23] and so on. Second, the parts-based property of NMF is usually not strong enough for the HU problem, resulting in a less expressive estimation of endmembers. A possible solution is to employ a sparse constraint to the NMF framework [24] , [25] , with a regularization parameter to control the weight of parts-based property. Third, NMF method does not consider similarities between neighboring pixels, leading to structure information unused.
In this paper we propose an effective method, named Structured Sparse NMF (SS-NMF), to overcome the above three limitations of NMF. The motivation is based on two priors. First, due to the smoothness of local patches in images, there are many regions where the spectral curves of all pixels should be similar with each other. Fig. 1c illustrates an example, where the pixels in the road region have similar visual appearance (see Fig. 1d ). These regions are the structures that should be preserved while unmixing. Second, most pixels in hyperspectral data are mixed by only a few endmembers [25] , [26] , [24] . In summary, the pixels in the same structure are sparsely mixed by a common set of relevant endmembers. This can be obviously observed from Fig. 1b , where the proportions of four colors represent the abundances of four endmembers: Red (Tree), Blue (Water), Green (Soil) and Black (Road). As can be seen, the colors in Fig. 1b are regional smooth and sparsely mixed by Red, Blue, Green and Black ink.
Based on the above analysis, we introduce the Structured Sparse constraint (SS-constraint in short) from the following two aspects. First, we model the latent structures by encoding a weighted graph on the hyperspectral pixels. In this way, the highly related neighboring pixels are grouped on the graph. Accordingly, a graph constraint is employed in SS-NMF to transfer these structures into the unmixing results. Second, we use the lasso penalty to sparsely encode the abundances for each pixel. With the SS-constraint, we can learn an abundance space, in which abundances are regional smooth and sparse, as shown in Fig. 1b . Experiments on real hyperspectral data with different noise levels illustrate that SS-NMF outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
Below are some remarks about our method:
• We propose a meaningful SS-constraint and apply it in the NMF framework. The basic idea is to encourage highly similar pixels on the graph to share correlated sparse abundances, which is similar with [27] . With the help of SS-constraint, SS-NMF overcomes the three limitations of NMF for the HU problem.
• SS-NMF is an effective method for HU problems. We compare our method with several state-of-the-art methods on two hyperspectral data. Both quantitative and qualitative performances show that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods significantly.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review Linear Mixture Model (LMM) and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) method. Section 3 presents the formulation, the optimization algorithm, the convergence proof and the analyzes of computation complexity for SS-NMF method. Extensive results as well as detailed comparisons and analyses are presented in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the Linear Mixture Model (LMM) and the NMF method. The former is the fundamental model for the methods mentioned in the following sections, while the latter is the basic method we build on.
A. Linear Mixture Model (LMM)
LMM is the most popular model for hyperspectral image analysis [28] , [3] . Suppose we are given a hyperspectral image with L bands and N pixels {y n } N n=1 ∈ R L + . LMM assumes that each pixel y can be approximated by a nonnegative linear combination of K endmembers (bases) as follows
where
is the endmember matrix with K endmembers, a ∈ R K + is the abundance vector associated with pixel y, e ∈ R L is a residual term. For all pixels together, we have the matrix form of LMM as
is a hyperspectral image with column vectors corresponding to pixels,
is the k-th row vector in A that contains fractional abundances of the k-th endmember (i.e. m k ) associated with all pixels. Here z k is called the k-th abundance map. E ∈ R L×N is a residual term.
For HU problems, we have K min (L, N ), which intimates very few endmembers are latent in the hyperspectral data space. In addition, most pixels are mixed by parts of the K endmembers. Therefore, good approximations can be achieved if the following two conditions are satisfied: (1) they can unveil intrinsic structures in hyperspectral data [13] , whose rank is K; (2) the learned endmembers are expressive [16] . 
B. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
NMF is a popular method that builds in terms of LMM. The aim is to approximately decompose a large nonnegative matrix Y into two nonnegative matrices M and A by minimizing the following objective function [13] ,
where · F is the Frobenius norm, all elements in M ∈ R L×K + and A ∈ R K×N + are unknown and nonnegative. Although (3) is convex with respect to M and A respectively, it is non-convex for both variables together [29] . Therefore it is unrealistic to find global minima. Alternately, [29] have proposed the multiplicative update rules as follows
which have been proved to be non-increasing. There are other methods to solve the problem (3), such as the active-set [30] method, the alternation nonnegative least least squares [31] , the projected gradient descent [32] and so on. Compared with the Vector Quantization (VQ) [33] method and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [34] method, the nonnegative constraint on both factor matrices enables a parts-based representation, which makes NMF superior to PCA and VQ in facial image analyses and document representations [13] .
III. STRUCTURED SPARSE NMF (SS-NMF)
As mentioned before, NMF applies the nonnegative constraint on the factor matrices, which leads to a parts-based representation of the original data. However, it fails to take consideration of the sparse prior on the abundances and the manifold structures hidden in hyperspectral data, which are essential for the HU problem. In this section, we introduce the SS-NMF method to overcome these limitations by adopting a structured sparse constraint.
A. Formulation for SS-NMF
In the framework of SS-NMF, the fundamental problem is how to construct the structures. The manifold learning theory [35] and spectral graph theory [36] , [37] provide us with a good idea that local structures can be learned by encoding similarities between pixels on the p nearest neighbor graph. Combining the local overlapping structures, we can get the graph structure that contains full similarity information between pixel pairs.
Typically, there are two ways to define the p nearest neighbors: considering the feature distances only and the spatial distances only. The former is well suited for less geometrically intuitive databases that treat each image as a node, such as the Yale database 1 and the ORL database 2 [35] ; While the latter is adapted to geometrically motivated databases that treat each pixel, which are on the grids of a 2-D plane, as nodes, such as the hyperspectral images. Due to the local smoothness prior of the hyperspectral images, the spatially neighboring pixels are very likely to enjoy similar features (i.e. spectral signatures). However, this prior does not hold for image edges, where pixels on the two sides are dissimilar. This motivates the weighting method for the proposed SS-NMF, which would be thoroughly introduced in the following paragraph. The proposed weighting method considers the spatial distance and the feature distance simultaneously when constructing the local structures. Suppose we are given a hyperspectral image Y ∈ R L×N + with N pixels. We view each pixel as one node and construct a weighted graph on the N nodes. The weight between nodes y i and y j is obtained by the Spectral Angle Distance (SAD) metric [38] , [5] defined as follows,
In (5), the neighbors of y i are collected in N (y i ), and there are two conditions for pixel y j ∈ N (y i ): (1) nearest spatial distance, i.e., y j is in the m × m (m = 7 in this paper) local window of y i (see Fig. 2b ); (2) nearest feature distance, i.e., calculating the SAD similarities between y i and its neighboring pixels in the m × m local window, SAD(y i , y j ) is among the top 30% (empirical threshold), as shown in Fig. 2c . As a result, we can partly avoid spreading the graph across dissimilar pixels. This is essential when the local window covers the edges, where pixels on the two sides belonging to different targets. Fig. 2e illustrates an example, where 'Road' is on one side of the edge, while 'Tree' is on the other side. The SAD metric, defined in Eq. (6) , is a suitable metric, since it is an essential estimation metric for endmembers [25] , [38] , [5] , [26] . Through the above process, we can build the local weighted graph, or structure, with node y i at the center. In this way, the highly similar neighboring pixels are grouped together (see Figs. 2c and 2d ). Repeating the above procedures for each pixel, we can construct the weight matrix W that contains the manifold structures latent in hyperspectral data. Our goal is to transfer these structures to the learned abundance space. This could be done by first measuring the distance between abundance vectors a i and a j
where · 2 denotes the 2 -norm of a vector, measuring the Euclidean distance. One intuitive way is to make d (a i , a j ) small, if y i and y j are similar [35] . This can be achieved by
where Tr (·) represents the trace of a matrix and D is a diagonal matrix whose elements are column (or row, as W is symmetric) sums of W, i.e., [36] , [39] . By minimizing Eq. (8), the manifold structures in the original data space are transferred to the learned abundance space. However, Eq. (8) has not considered the fact that most manifold structures in hyperspectral data are dominated by specific sets of only a few endmembers. Here a lasso penalty [40] , [41] on the abundance matrix is adopted, resulting in a structured sparse constraint as
|A kn | is used to achieve an expressive set of endmembers [16] . Note that the structure regularization defined in Eq. (8) provides the lasso penalty with a structure constraint, under which the sparse abundance vectors related to the same structure tend to be similar. For example, y i and y j are in the same local structure (i.e., W ij is big), then their corresponding sparse abundances a i and a j tend to be similar. In addition, W ij controls how strongly a i and a j share similar abundances. This renders the structured sparse constraint defined in Eq. (10) .
Given a hyperspectral data Y ∈ R L×N + , similar to the NMF method, the objective function of SS-NMF is defined as follows
where λ ≥ 0, α ≥ 0 are regularization parameters that control the complexity of the model, all elements in M, A are nonnegative and unknown. We will present the optimization method to solve the problem defined in Eq. (11) in the following subsection.
B. Optimization for SS-NMF
Similar to the NMF problem, the objective function (11) is non-convex for M and A together. An iterative algorithm, which could reach local minima, is introduced in this subsection. When considered the nonnegative constraint on M and A, the objective function (11) could be reformulated as
Let θ lk , φ kn be the Laplacian multipliers for constraint M lk ≥ 0 and A kn ≥ 0 respectively, and
We can further obtain the partial derivative of L with respect to M and A as
Based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions θ lk M lk = 0 and φ kn A kn = 0, we could obtain the following equations by letting the above partial derivatives equal to zero and multiplying both sides with M lk and A kn for Eqs. (14) and (15) respectively,
When the equation L = D − W mentioned before is considered, Eq. (17) could be rewritten as
Solving Eqs. (16) and (18), we have the updating rules as
Therefore, Eq. (12) could be solved by alternately updating M and A according to Eqs. (19) and (20) respectively. Our algorithm of SS-NMF is summarized in Algorithm 1.
It is worthwhile to point out that if M and A form the solution for NMF algorithm, then DU and U −1 A are the solution for any diagonal matrix U with positive diagonal elements. To get rid of this uncertainty, a simple and widely used method is to scale each column of M or each row of A to be unit 2 -norm [18] (or 1 -norm). This can be achieved by,
The proposed SS-NMF also employs this strategy to eliminate the uncertainty, which is essential in the sense of computer realization.
Algorithm 1 for SS-NMF Input:
Hyperspectral data Y, the number of endmembers K, parameters λ, α, and threshold τ . Output: Endmember matrix M ∈ R L×K + and abundance matrix A ∈ R K×N + 1: Initialize the endmember matrix by randomly selecting K pixels from Y. Each newly selected pixel should be dissimilar with the pixels have been selected [26] . Initialize A with random positive values, and scale each column of A to be unit 1 -norm. 2: Construct the weight matrix W on the hyperspectral image based on Eqs. (5), (6) and calculate the degree matrix D and graph laplacian matrix L. update M by Eq. (19). 6: scale M and A by Eq. (21) after each iteration. 7: end while 8: Output M and A as the final unmixing result.
C. Proof of Convergence
In this subsection, we demonstrate that the optimization problem Eq. (12) is non-increasing by using the updating rules (19) and (20) during each iteration, and it finally converges to local minima after finite iterations. Since the updating rule for M is the same as that of NMF and the convergence proof is provided by [29] , we only focus on the proof of the updating rule (20) for A. A common skill used in the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [42] , [43] is adopted by introducing an auxiliary function, which is exactly an upper bound function.
is an auxiliary function for F (A) if the following properties are satisfied:
By minimizing the energy of G (A, A ) exactly given by
we can get a suitable solution A (t+1) that makes F (A) non-increasing
Proof: This is because of the following inequalities,
Now, the objective function defined in Eq. (11) is only related to variable A. It could be represented by F (A) as
Specifically, it is a quadratic function that equals to the Taylor expansion
where C = A − A (t) ∈ R K×N . A function constituted based on the updating rule (20) is given by
This means that we could obtain the updating rule (20) by minimizing the function G A, A (t) at the t-th iteration step.
Lemma 2. The Function G A, A (t) defined in (27) is an auxiliary function (i.e. upper bound function) for the function F (A) defined in (25) .
. Specifically, when A = A (t) (i.e. C = 0), we have to prove G A, A (t) ≥F (A). Since the constant term and linear term in Eq. (26) are equal to their counterparts in Eq. (27) , Lemma 2 could be proven by comparing the quadratic terms as
Since D is a diagonal matrix, Eq. (28) is simplified as
The inequality (29) could be rewritten as
which could be proven by proving both terms to be greater than or equal to zero.
To begin with, the first term in Eq. (31) is compared as
Then we compare the second term in Eq. (31)
When the equation L = D − W is considered, Tr CLC T could be rewritten as
Because of the inequality,
Eq. (34) has the following relationship,
Thus Eq. (33) could be relaxed as
For simplicity, we ignore the impact of C 2 kn and obtain
where u = min A 
is an auxiliary function (upper bound function) for F (A).
D. Comparison with Gradient Descent Method
The Gradient Descent Method (GDM) [44] is a widely used optimization algorithm to find a local minimum for an objective function. In this subsection, we try to find the relationship between the updating rules defined in Eqs. (19) , (20) and that of Gradient Descent Method. For the problem defined in (11), the basic updating rules for GDM are given by
The parameters [u lk ] ∈ R L×K , [v kn ] ∈ R K×N are the learning rates. For our problem, there are two conditions to ensure physical meaningful local minima obtained by the updating rules in (38) . First, the values of u lk and v kn are relatively small to get local minima. Second, the values of u lk and v kn could ensure the nonnegative property of M lk and A kn during each iteration. One kind of choices to determine the learning rates u lk and v kn are as follows:
, we have
• Let v kn = −A kn / M T MA + 2λAD + α , we have
It is straightforward that Eqs. (19) and (20) are special updating rules that could be obtained by the Gradient Descent Method. 
E. Computational Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we compare the computational complexity of the proposed SS-NMF with that of the NMF algorithm. Since the SS-NMF and NMF algorithms are solved in an iteration way. We describe the complexity analysis in two steps. First, we analyze the computational complexity for each iteration; Second, the number of iteration steps are considered.
Besides the updating rules, SS-NMF needs about O (LN p) to construct the structure relationships between pixel pairs. Suppose that totally t iterations are needed to get a convergence result. The total computational cost for NMF is about
The total computational cost for SS-NMF is about
As can be seen, the computational complexity of SS-NMF is a bit more than that of NMF when both methods need t iterations. However, we will show that the iterations needed by SS-NMF are less than that of NMF in subsection IV-H. In conclusion, the total computational complexity for SS-NMF is very close to that of NMF.
Usually, the big O notation [45] is used to analyze the complexity of an algorithm. To be clear, the precise arithmetic operations as well as the complexity analysis in the big O notation for each iteration are summarized in Table II.  Table I lists the parameters used in the complexity analysis. There are three kinds of arithmetic operations in each iteration: addition, multiplication and division. All of them are calculated in the float-point precision. Specifically, two tips are essential to get the results in Table II 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed SS-NMF algorithm for the Hyperspectral Unmixing (HU) problem. Several experiments are carried out to show that our algorithm is well suited for the HU problem.
A. Evaluation Metrics
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we adopt two performance metrics: the Spectral Angle Distance (SAD) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which are widely used by [25] , [38] , [26] , [5] . The SAD is used to evaluate the performance of estimated endmembers, which is an angle distance between an estimated endmember and its corresponding ground truth. It is defined as follows
where m denotes the ground truth of one endmember,m is the corresponding estimated result. The smaller SAD corresponds to a better performance. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used to evaluate the performance of estimated abundance maps. It is given by
where N is the number of pixels in the hyperspectral image, z is the ground truth of one abundance map,ẑ denotes the corresponding estimated result. The smaller RMSE corresponds to a better performance. In the following subsections, the abundance map (i.e. z) will be showed in two visible ways: in pseudo color and in gray scale, as shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15.
B. Compared Algorithms
We compare the proposed method with seven related methods on several data sets. The details of these evaluated algorithms (including our algorithm) are listed as follows 1) Our algorithm: Structured Sparse regularized Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (SS-NMF in short) is a new algorithm proposed in this paper. 2) Vertex Component Analysis (VCA in short) [5] is a classic geometrical method that needs the existence of pure pixels for each endmember. Different with the other algorithms that estimate the endmembers and abundances simultaneously, VCA can only estimate the endmembers. The abundances are estimated by solving a constrained Least Square Problem [46] . The code for this algorithm is obtained from "http://www.lx.it.pt/bioucas/code.htm". 3) Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF in short) [13] is a typical statistical method. Due to the nonnegative constraint, which could be seen as a special case of sparsity constraint [25] , NMF tends to get parts-based results. The code for this method is downloaded from "http://www.ee.columbia.edu/grindlay/code.html". 4) Nonnegative sparse coding ( 1 -NMF in short) is a popular sparse regularized NMF method proposed by [47] .
The code is available on "http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/phoyer/software.html".
5)
1/2 sparsity-constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization ( 1/2 -NMF in short) is a state-of-the-art algorithm for the HU problem. It is proposed by [25] . Since the code is unavailable on the Internet, we implement it by ourself. 6) Graph regularized Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (G-NMF in short), proposed by [39] , is a good algorithm to extract graph information latent in data and transfer it to the low dimension representation space in the matrix factorization process. The code is obtained from "http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/GNMF.html". 7) Local Neighborhood Weights regularized NMF (W-NMF in short) [48] is a graph based NMF method. The main contribution of this method is that it integrates the spectral and spatial information when constructing the weighted graph. Since the code implemented by the author has been lost, we realize it by ourself. 8) Endmember Dissimilarity Constrained NMF (EDC-NMF in short) [49] is different from the listed methods. It is the only method that utilizes a constraint from the endmember prior. With this constraint, it would be highly possible for EDC-NMF to find a result whose endmember spectra are smooth and different from each other. The code is implemented by ourself.
Among the above eight algorithms, VCA is a geometrical method, the other seven algorithms belong to statistical ones. There is no parameter in the NMF and VCA methods. In the next subsection, the methods to set parameters for 1 -NMF, 1/2 -NMF, G-NMF, W-NMF and SS-NMF algorithms are introduced. 
C. Parameter Settings
There are two essential parameters in the proposed SS-NMF method: α controls the lasso penalty and λ controls the structured constraint. In this subsection, we introduce the methods to set α and λ respectively.
The value of α is closely related to the sparsity of the abundance matrix A. Unfortunately, A is unknown. Here we adopt a method to estimate α by calculating the sparsity value of hyperspectral data, which is based on the metric [50] , [25] given by
where x l ∈ R N + is the image in the l-th channel of hyperspectral data. To improve the accuracy, we set α by searching the range 10 −1 α 0 , 10α 0 at 50 equally spaced values. The parameters in 1 -NMF and 1/2 -NMF are estimated in the same way. One intuitive thought is that the value of λ is closely related to the level of similarities between pixel pairs in the neighborhood. Thus, the value of λ 0 is estimated in two steps. First, we randomly select 100 local patches with 5 × 5 pixels respectively and compute the similarities between each central pixel and its neighboring ones. Second, λ 0 is set by averaging all these 100 × (5 × 5 − 1) = 2400 values. To improve the accuracy, we set λ by searching the range 10 −4 λ 0 , 10λ 0 at 50 equally spaced values. The parameter to control the strength of the graph constraint in G-NMF and W-NMF is set similarly.
D. Real Data Sets
We use two popular hyperspectral data sets [25] , [38] , [51] , as shown in Fig. 3 , to evaluate the proposed method. The details of these experiment data sets are introduced in this subsection.
Urban Data, available at http://www.tec.army.mil/Hypercube, is one of the most widely used hyperspectral data set for the HU research [25] , [26] . It was recorded by the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE) in October 1995, whose location is an urban area at Copperas Cove, TX, U.S. There are 307 × 307 pixels in this image. Each pixel, corresponding to a 2 × 2 m 2 area, is observed at 210 wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to 2500 nm, with a spectral resolution of 10 nm. After the bands 1-4, 76, 87, 101-111, 136-153 and 198-210 are removed (due to dense water vapor and atmospheric effects), 162 bands are remained in this data. There are four endmembers in this data: #1 Asphalt, includes the road, the parking area and a few roofs; #2 Grass covers areas with a green appearance in Fig. 3a ; #3 Tree, owning a different spectral signature with that of grass, appears dark green mainly in the bottom areas in Fig. 3a; #4 Roof, appears white in the center in Fig. 3a . Jasper Ridge is a popular hyperspectral data set introduced in [51] . There are 512 × 614 pixels in it. Each pixel is observed at 224 bands covering the wavelengths ranging from 380 nm to 2500 nm. The spectral resolution is 10 nm. As the original hyperspectral data set is too complex to get the Ground Truth, we consider a subimage with 100 × 100 pixels. The first pixel corresponds to the pixel (105, 269) in the original image. After removing bands 1-3, 108-112, 154-166 and 220-224 (due to dense water vapor and atmospheric effects), we remain 198 bands (this is a common preprocess for the HU analysis). There are four endmembers latent in data: #1 Road, #2 Soil, #3 Water and #4 Tree, as shown in Fig. 3b .
The ground truths for both data sets are determined by using the method proposed by [52] , [38] . There are three steps. First, the VD method, proposed by [53] , is adopted to determine the endmember number. Second, the endmember spectra are manually chosen from hyperspectral data. These spectra have to enjoy high similarity with the reference hyperspectral spectra, which are supplied by the USGS mineral spectral library 3 etc. Given the endmembers, we can get the corresponding abundances by solving a constraint convex optimization problem, which can be easily implemented by using the Matlab Optimization Toolbox. The ground truths of the listed data sets are showed in the last column of Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15. 
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E. Performance Evaluation
To test the robustness, this subsection evaluates the influence of noise on the HU performances for all methods. We choose the i.i.d. zero-mean white Gaussian noise rather than the correlated noise for two reasons. First, without any prior, the correlated noise is very hard to add to the hyperspectral image. Second, the zero-mean white Gaussian noise is the most widely used noise in the HU study [25] , [26] , [49] .
For each hyperspectral data set, seven experiments are carried out with respect to seven levels of Gaussian noise (i.e., SNR= ∞, 30, 25 , 20, 15 , 10, 8 dB). Each experiment is repeated 50 times, and the mean results as well as their corresponding standard deviations are provided here. The evaluation is organized in two parts: Quantitative Results and Qualitative Results. Table III are the average of the statistics plotted in four subfigures in Fig. 4 . Taking the value "5.7" marked in bold at the northeast corner of Table III 
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Root Mean Square Error illustrates the average RMSE values in four subfigures in Fig. 5 . From the above results, we observe that
• For all the seven noise levels, our SS-NMF gets the best or comparable performances. Comparing to the best algorithms other than our proposed SS-NMF algorithm, i.e. 1/2 -NMF for SAD and EDC-NMF for RMSE respectively, SS-NMF achieves 59.12% decrement for SAD, as shown in Table III , and 8.22% decrement for RMSE, as shown in Table IV . Moreover, when the level of noise varies from SNR=∞ to SNR=8, our method is the most stable one. Those all prove that the structured sparse regularization is well suited for the HU problem.
• Comparing with the results obtained by G-NMF [39] and W-NMF [48] , the sparse regularized NMF methods (i.e., 1 -NMF [47] , 1/2 -NMF [25] ) achieve better or comparable results. This demonstrates that the sparse constraint is more important than the graph constraint when estimating endmembers. This is mainly because the graph constraint helps to find a new abundance space, in which similar pixels share similar abundances.
Hence it leads to smooth or hazy abundances, which is closely related to less expressive [16] or inaccurate endmembers by the iterative updating rules introduced by [13] , [39] .
• NMF and its extensions (SS-NMF and 1 -NMF [47] , 1/2 -NMF [25] , G-NMF [39] ) outperform the VCA algorithm significantly. There are two reasons for this: (1) NMF based methods overcome the requirement of pure pixels, which is essential for the VCA method. (2) The parts-based property of NMF helps to discover latent endmembers and their corresponding abundances. Figs. 12, 13a, 14 , and 15a) and in gray scale (as shown in Figs. 13b and 15b) . Taking the last subfigure in Fig. 13a for example, we illustrate fractional abundances A kn associated with pixel y n by plotting the corresponding pixel using proportions of Red, Blue, Green and Black ink given by A kn for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively [54] . So, for instance, a pixel for which A 1n = 1 will be colored red, whereas one for which A 1n = A 2n = 0.5 will be colored with equal proportions of Red and Blue ink and so will appear Purple. The Figs. 12, 14, and 15a are achieved in this way. The gray scale way is straightforward. Taking the subfigures in the last column in Fig. 13b for example, we illustrate fractional abundances A kn associated with pixel y n by plotting the corresponding pixels in the four subfigures with different gray scale appearances given by A kn for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. So, for instance, a pixel for which A 1n = 1 will be white in the first subfigure and black in the other three subfigures.
Comparing the results in Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15, we have
• SS-NMF achieves the most similar abundance maps according to the Ground Truths. In addition, the colors in our results are regional smooth and sparsely mixed by Red, Blue, Green and Black ink. These demonstrate that the structured sparse constraint is effective and meaningful.
• Abundance maps estimated by the sparse regularized NMF methods ( 1 -NMF, 1/2 -NMF) contain more noise than those of SS-NMF and G-NMF. The reason is that the graph structure constraint is a kind of smooth constraint, which could urge the learnt abundance maps to be smooth.
F. The Performance versus varying parameters
In this subsection, we evaluate the impact of varying regularized parameters upon the performances. Nine experiments are conducted with respect to nine different regularized parameters on the hyperspectral images, which are not degraded by manually adding Gaussian noise. The regularized parameters vary in the following way:
Here the values ofλ,α are the ones that help SS-NMF to get the best results on each data set. Obviously, they are different with respect to the two data sets. To reduce randomness of the results, each experiment is repeated ten times and the mean results are provided. • As the regularized parameters {λ, α} vary from 2 −4 λ ,α to 2 4 λ ,α , the performances of SS-NMF increase first and then decrease. The proposed SS-NMF gets good performance in the interval of λ = 2 −2 , 2 2 λ , α = 2 −2 , 2 2 α. Especially, SS-NMF outperforms the other algorithms greatly under suitable parameter setting λ =λ, α =α.
• It seems 1 -NMF, 1/2 -NMF and G-NMF are more robust to the varying regularized parameters than our SS-NMF method. There might be two reasons for this phenomenon. First, the results of 1 -NMF, 1/2 -NMF and G-NMF are much worse than that of our method. That is, the varying regularized parameters cannot make these algorithms to get much better or much worse results under different parameter conditions. Second, although our SS-NMF method could achieve significantly better results than the other methods, it achieves bad results under extreme parameter settings.
G. Influences of Weighting Methods
There are many weighting methods. Three common ones are considering the feature distance only, the spatial distance only and the spatial and feature distances simultaneously. The second and the third methods are well suited for hyperspectral images. The reason is that hyperspectral images enjoy the geometrically intuitive property, that is, the pixels are located on the grids of a 2-D plane, which means the spatial neighborhood is inherent for each pixel. In the previous experiments, we employ the third weighting method, which treats the pixels among the 30% biggest SADs in the local windows as nearest neighbors. In this subsection, the HU performances of the second and the Figs. 9 and 10 show the abundance maps obtained by the SS-NMF algorithm with different weighting methods: (a) considering the spatial distance only and (b) considering the spatial and feature distances simultaneously. This experiment is conducted on the hyperspectral images, which are not degraded by manually adding Gaussian noise. As Figs. 9a and 10a show, the results of (a) weighting method are too smooth and hazy. The reason is that only considering the spatial distance easily urges a lot of pixels with dissimilar spectral signatures to be connected on the graph. Accordingly, minimizing the objective function transfers these graph constraints to the abundance space. Besides, this part of improper constraints would confuse the optimization algorithm when solving the nonconvex problem, resulting in bad minima. 
H. Convergence Study
The objective function for SS-NMF has been proved non-increasing under the updating rules (19) and (20) . In this subsection, we study the convergence rate and convergence time for the proposed algorithm. Fig. 11 illustrates the convergence curves of NMF and SS-NMF on the two hyperspectral data sets: (a) on Urban data set and (b) on Jasper Ridge data set. In each subfigure, the x-axis shows the number of iterations and the y-axis displays the energies of the objective functions. As can be seen, the updating rules for both algorithms are efficient, usually within 50 iterations; SS-NMF converges a bit faster, converging within 30 iterations.
The convergence time, measured in seconds, for NMF and SS-NMF is summarized in Table VII . There are three rows. The first row shows the time of constructing weighted graphs. Since NMF does not need this part, the time of constructing graphs is zero for this method, which is denoted by "-" in the table. The second row shows the time of iteration; The total convergence time is summarized in the last row. Comparing the results in Table VII , we have
• The SS-NMF method costs less time than the NMF method does during the iteration process. The reason is that SS-NMF needs less iterations than NMF does before convergence, as shown in Fig. 11 .
• Although NMF costs less convergence time than SS-NMF does on the Urban data, it fails to continue this superiority on the Jasper Ridge data. The reason might be that the size of Jasper Ridge data is much smaller than that of the urban data, approximately 
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the observed properties of hyperspectral data, we propose an effective method for the HU problem by imposing a Structured Sparse constraint in the NMF framework, which is called SS-NMF for short. SS-NMF can effectively overcome the three limitations of NMF for HU problem. With the structured sparse constraint, SS-NMF not only transfers the manifold structures inherently embedded in the original data space to the learned abundance space, but also learns an expressive and accurate set of endmembers. Experiments on several hyperspectral data sets show that our method achieves better results than the state-of-the-art methods in the sense of both quantitative and qualitative performances. Besides, our method is relatively robust to different noise levels. 
